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Welcome message from Dr. Josif Tanevski
5th International Student Conference
“Nations and Borders: What is Their Role in the Europe of the Future?”

Dear students, dear professors and dear guests,

In the name of the “Borjan Tanevski” Memorial Fund, I would like to express
my satisfaction that we are gathered again, this time at the American College of
Thessaloniki, for the 5th International Student Conference.
Let me express my gratitude to the ACT and especially to prof. Mueller and
prof. Wisner for their efforts and invested energy in organizing this Conference. Also,
I would like to thank the invited speakers, prof. Bastian, PhD, prof. Tsorbatzoglou and
prof. Maleski and the sponsors: Anatolia Hotels, Krikelas and the Student Balkan
Program. Also, it is my great pleasure to announce that Rotary Clubs from Skopje and
Thessaloniki intend to support this Conference and become our sponsors in the future.
Let me congratulate all the students who participated on the essay competition
2008 at the ACT and I would like to especially congratulate the two winners Karina
Toneva and Kiril Angelov.
I am glad that there are new young talented students who will participate in the
Conference. From our country, we are hosting three professors and twelve students
from four Universities, among which students of four different ethnicities.
We are here to discuss a very interesting topic that will initiate a fruitful
exchange of different opinions. We are also here to make new friendships, establish
new relations and strengthen mutual understanding. We hope that the Conference will
motivate young people to create better communication among the Balkan countries.
We still need tolerance and respect between each other. We need more knowledge
about other cultures and other people. We need to create new “bridges” for better
cooperation among the Balkan countries. This Conference creates a small “bridge”
and gives a good example that we can all do something for a better future of our
region.

Thessaloniki, 24.10.2008
American College of Thessaloniki

Dr. Josif Tanevski

“Borders and Nations: What is their Role in the Europe of the Future?”

I had a vision
In Varietate Concordia – a phrase, a sentence, a pledge. From the moment I read it, it
was engraved upon the silver plate of my mind. That simplistic echo of unison even in diversity,
which is the motto of the European Union contributed to glimpse of a wish and a groundwork
I had. Maybe even a vision. I did have a vision on a midsummer’s eve, approximately three
years ago. A vision that up until now was long forgotten, and placed in the depths of my mind,
which tried to linger in areas of reality and spiteful certainty. A vision that showed me a future
of a borderless continent, of a region without prejudice or suffering, and a place of an
emancipated love and understanding – virtues of embracing the years ahead. Aligned with my
vision is the question of what is the role of the borders and nations in a Europe of the future.
The importance of the borders and nations as a general wholeness is an undeniable part of a
further integration of non-member states, but definitely, its importance shall be lessened in
years to come when the integration of all the countries in Europe is fulfilled. That importance
both directly and indirectly collided with the vision I had, and for the purpose of the set aim, I
shall compose my words with a fair equilibrium of understanding and clarity for the sake of
Europe and its citizens, respectively.
We as watchers and intellectual beings scrutinize the moves of the European
institutions and follow every pace they make, for we know that their steps will be maps for our
trails that shall follow soon after. Every decision and every reformed law of the judicial system
influences us in one way or another. It is an undeniable process of embracing the Union as the
Union would embrace us. This gives power and acceptance to the country as a metaphysically
consanguial entity of the economical and political community reigning this ancient continent.
Any country should become more of what is asked by the union but at the same time, it should
be unique in nature and structure – being a nation on its own. Growing up in Europe definitely
gave me some perspective that I would not want to abandon but keep as an experience and
warm feeling in my chest that triggers my gut feeling that says with a soft voice: all shall be all
right in the end. Thinking about nations is like trying to find sense into a spiritual text, and
writing about it is even worse – one has to look for it with the heart, soul, and sole
understanding of the nation itself, and see the truth. A nation being a group of people united
under one banner, identifying themselves with the history of their region, the politics of their
government, and frequently the language being spoken and religion being practiced. In that
defined context we can surely express that a nation is concerned with its identity, language, and
maybe most importantly the culture. Therefore, to answer the above-mentioned question, we
should extremely be careful about answering these three factors of constituting a nation.
To begin with a chronological overview we have the nation’s identity. It is not merely a
core factor written in the constitution of the specific country of the European Union, but
indeed, it is embedded into every citizen’s soul and heart like pumping vesicles bringing
buoyant patriotic feelings, which show the dedication and love for the nation. True, I say, in my
vision I have seen those national identities not to be barriers for human bonding and
friendship, and true, I say, I have seen those national identities as a manner of cultural
interchange and unselfish love. Alas, it appalls me too see how in the oldest continent in the
world, there are still frightening quarrels over issues that can be left aside and considered as
secondary. We can say that every national identity is to some extent connected to history and it
is viable to say that history does matter. We have the overall grasp of it, no matter the
expression that the winners would write it for their own benefit. Consultation with history allows
us to see the both physical and psychological evolution of the people, which contributed to
technological advancements and progress, but also allows us nowadays to forget all the past
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feuds and move on, for even a day passed, is recorded as history, and still in the past days we
have witnessed mistakes being done. To get more specific about the vision, which I
experienced, and the wish I unburied, I saw a community united, free and liberated from any
barriers of prejudices. One united nation, with one flag, one economy as a stronghold of the
world, with one new spread national identity. And then erratically placed on the surface of the
continent were all the countries, sharing that European identity but without sacrificing their
individual stakes in history, branded with their constitutional name and fluttering colors of past
values and own distinctiveness. All in all, this individualism of making the countries unique or
sharing a trait with another country should certainly stay. In that way, the treasures of the past
will be valued and kept safe and a better world shall be built for battling against the Earth’s
decay, terrorism, poverty and suffering.
As a second point that came to my mind, was the politics of the Union and its member
states. With one answer, not hesitating of its outcome, I solemnly cry: democracy. Springing
out from the Mediterranean corners of Southern Europe, from the Greek Islands, to the
Greek coasts and peninsulas, democracy began to float in Europe with the passing of the
century. And indeed, after the Cold War, it was employed in the oldest continent. Nowadays in
these modern times, we see the blooming of democracy spiced with old values and
philosophical trends. It has served us well, this myth of democracy, for it allowed egalitarianism
to exceed its theoretical side – it became practice. The European Union is based on social
equality and liberalization, for uniqueness and openness to all people, from all backgrounds,
and all religions and nations. Call me naïve and a hopeless optimist, but I did see a better
Europe in my vision, on that hot summer night. Lying on the damp grass and looking at the
night sky, I saw a Europe rid of corruption and exploitation, rid of human trafficking, rid of
unjust judicial depositions. I saw a judicial house, which would glow like a radiant sun of white
marble that would represent the blind lady of Justice, trying to weigh the evidence of guilty or
free of charge. The role of a future community with all of the countries of Europe gathered is
to have a fair political system, a democratic one that will overshadow the world with its splendor
and magnificence. I believe Europe can do this, I believe we can do this.
Closing this first round of scrutiny is the viable issue of language. I have to say straight
away that undeniably, it is a core factor for a country and a mean of communication. Every
country in Europe should save its language for the purposes of national identity, because those
two often go together along with culture. Preserving the language means preserving a bulky
percentage of the history of the nation, and I have discussed above how important that is.
Nevertheless, I do believe in the unified force of the community and that is that the community
should indeed have one understandable language spoken by every person in the beautified
Europe, but also guarding the national alphabet, words etymology, and richness of the syntax
and grammar. It is undeniably a supporting Corinthian column of stability and uniqueness.
Embracing the unity but staying your own.
This was the vastness of interpreting the role of the nation in the Europe of the Future.
It is one life – many generations, one chance – many decisions, one future – many temptations.
The role of the nations in this Europe of the future, the Europe I have seen in my vision, is to
be there, to support its fellow nation, to contribute to the community, to the mother Europa of
the old continent. The nation just like a warrior, and like a human being emanates with love
and understanding, with friendship and compassion, and with a helping hand when dark clouds
would press on. We are really, all of us, big castles in the sky, and Europe one of them with its
foundations being the nations. Just stray a little and it will bring the wave of destruction. To
realize the gravity of the potential consequences would wield and unimaginable respond. With
a single prayer, I do hope this not to come to pass. A Spanish guitar, an Italian accordion, the
Balkan drums, an Anglican flute – all of them and many more ringing in the distance of one
celebration – that is how the nations should be. Having the national identity, the politics of the
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own country, and the language, is a part of ourselves, but accepting unison can adapt us into
beings exercising love and indulgence towards everyone around. Let us abandon all the fear, all
the hatred, all the historical differences and come together. I do think the time has come for
the ones who are different to stand united, side-by-side.
I can still remember the smell of the summer breeze that was caressing me gently. I
remember lying down, thinking of the European Court of Justice, the Commission and the
Council, the Military stronghold of the community. All those images and ideas are prancing in
my mind. I could not hear anything, maybe just the grass quivering in the night, and one heart
pumping so strongly of the idea of one Europe, united and not divided, united in diversity. And
then like a foreshadowing of the thoughts within I looked up in the sky where stars aligned
themselves to create symbols of ancient times. Orion, Sagittarius, Big Bear and then Taurus.
Taurus bore Europa. I remembered then, the old myth of Europa who was a Phoenician
woman of a high lineage. The myth goes on telling how Zeus transformed into a white bull,
abducted her and took her to the island of Crete. To honor that moment, Zeus re-created the
Taurus and put it in the stars where now I see it shining brightly in the self-named constellation.
The stars constitute Europe, not the universe. The stars – when aligned show curves creating
forms, just like the borders of the old continent. Europe is a sky, a night sky which shimmers
with a pale light of beauty and mystery, and shining bright are the countries as stars of heaven,
all the same but different at the same time, all contributing, all individualistic and independent
but unable to survive separated. I do remember the vision, clear as a bright star. I stood up, and
looked around the hills, and the town unsteadily placed in that valley. I saw the flag. The flag of
the European Union, and it was a dark blue color – the night sky, bearing yellow stars. We are
indeed castles in the sky, hoping for a better future – future without borders but distinguishable
regions of culture.
Borders. Sometimes the word itself sounds frightening.
Visas. Sometimes this one sounds even more frightening.
Opening the borders means releasing itself, releasing Europe, experiencing freedom.
No matter what people say of immigration and emigration if the borders would be open, I
soberly say that the voice of the homeland will call some day, accompanied with silver trumpets
on a morning light, and people would come home; home to Europe, home to their country.
Stabilizing Europe is not an easy task; it is not an extremely difficult one as well. The role of
freedom is respect, opportunities, and inhaling life. Being trapped in a country, which requires
visas for every other country in the world, is not a pleasant experience. It is like a cage. Fearing
the cage until old age consumes people is not an option – freedom is. I remember grinning on
the notion that the same night of my vision, I saw a white falcon soaring up in the sky. Strange
coincidence one might think. It gave me a place to think of how it would have been if I as a
student would be able to travel without any restrictions, or visas. It is a problem for the next
generation. Existence of the borders is an impediment for further acquiring of educational
status, work opportunities, cultural interchange. Just like the falcon, EU should spread its wings
and break the border chains – it is the only way of feeling free.
I did want to include culture in this section, for it defines the open borders even more.
Truthful is the claim that culture defines the nation to some extent, but more truthful is the
claim saying that culture is elevated and more experienced when there are no borders. This
happening to the European Union would be a blessing rather then a drawback as some people
explain. What should we do with these two groups of people? Utilitarianism comes to mind –
making everyone happy. Can we practice this philosophical theory? Or would it be ethically
egoistic if we just ban it and never speak of it again. The truth is that there is no way that
everyone would be satisfied in this world at same place and at the same time. That is why there
should be sacrifices made. In my vision on that night, I did not see a restricted corner of
Europe, or a border set frighteningly between two countries. I saw the stars aligned on one sky,
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I saw them scribing their territorial regions, but did not see barriers. I think that deep inside
every governmental official, Prime Minister and President of each country in Europe, believes
that cutting off the visas, and barriers would be a good step to fully integrate Europe into the
word Democracy. Europe deserves it. Many wars have been fought in this continent of ours,
and we owe something elevating to it. We owe peace, stability, freedom, and love to this
beautiful soil we have. Culture is indeed the only competition I agree upon; the only
competition I believe in. Imagine music festivals, folk dance happenings, cultural debates – all
this would be experiential for every person involved in it. Music will ring instead of rifles, and
songs will be sung instead of hatred.
The unwieldiness of the borders ends here. And there comes the evident answer of the
question of what is the role of the borders in the Europe of the future. I have to say that there is
no main or frightening role. As I saw in my vision and as I long in my wishes, the borders are
there to mark the outline of a country – nothing more and nothing less. Europe is a great
phenomenon; it is like an addicting substance, which asks for more and strangely does not
damage the consumer. It is like a free bird, which asks to be caged. Let us free that bird
forever. Like the soaring falcon, let us soar with it. The borders are there to keep the national
identity safe, the culture untouched, the language preserved. The borders are not there to
restrict freedom of movement. With all the members integrated into the union, I do believe to
see a free Europe, just like I wished in my prayers, and just like I saw in my vision. We are
ready for that change. The young generation is ready. We are.
In Varietate Concordia – a phrase, a sentence, a pledge. From the moment I read it, it
was engraved upon the silver plate of my mind. The sun sets for me now. Four years have
passed since I came in a country that is a member of the European Union; three years have
passed from the night I was looking at the stars. And those instances have taught me something,
and with all those in mind, I shall pray until the end of my days for better dawns for this
continent. Let us leave all in the past, leave all the differences we have as countries, let us feel
the softness of unison and brotherhood. A golden sunset is in front of us, which will bring the
royal night with the billion stars shaping Europe. From the meaning of the name Europa (widebroad-eyes), the star-filled flag, to the anthem The Ode of Joy, Europe has been marked as
such: open-minded, bright as the stars, and jovial as a music note. I believe stabilization will
dawn on the issue of Kosovo, the Southern Balkans, and many other conflicts that might arise
or flame somewhere. I believe Europe will find its ways of springing peace everywhere. Just like
my vision, there will be the term United Countries of Europe. Ending this piece I can feel my
heart’s thump even in my fingers and I know that heart of mine hopes for a better future. The
role of the nations and the borders in the Europe of the future is to liberate, understand, love,
embrace. My heart is telling me that sometimes there will be millions of white falcons in the
sky, celebrating a unified Europe with open borders and proud nations. There will be an ode
to be played, flags to be waved, and tears to be cried. I believe in the change of the Europe of
the future, only because everyone else does.
Thank you
Kiril Angelov
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Borders and Nations: What is Their Role in the Europe of the Future?

Discrimination is one of the major problems we are facing today. Whether it is on the
basis of race, ethnicity, gender, social class, religion or sexual orientation, discrimination is
eating from the inside not only Europe, but every single country in the contemporary world.
Nationalism is the kind of discrimination that left the most painful traces in the heart of
Europe, and, unfortunately, it is still weaving a path in every nation’s mentality. The map of
Europe is a map of hatred; with its borders drawn and redrawn countless times throughout
history, every pixel of that map is marked by a symbol of a battle - a battle over property,
ownership, power, identity, or simply vendetta. And the borders of this endlessly changing
map have always played a leading role – one, that they will keep for the future.

Why do we still hold on so tight to our nations and borders? What is that very unique
something about a nation, that makes it worth dying for that nation; that justifies killing in the
name of that same nation? What is that thing, because of which we cannot respect each other
and live in peace with each other? What is that thing, which will drive people to declare new
nation-states forever? It is the human mind, and as long as Europe is populated by human
beings, it will be fragmented into states and tortured by borders.

Let’s take a look back in time, when people were united. Legend has it, that in ancient
times, human aspiration to reach Heaven brought upon people the curse to speak various
languages. The tower of Babylon marked the first, and one of the most powerful differential
categories within the human tribe – language. Today, we refer to these differences by the
term ‘ethnicity’. Having in mind the legend, we may say now that the common feature of all

human beings is the ability and willingness to progress. From there on, categorization in any
terms is artificial. I can give you a very simple example: every time my family and I go
abroad, my seven-year-old sister meets some children, and after some time of playing with
them, she comes to me and says: “I don’t understand what they say. And it seems they don’t
understand what I say, either.” Being a Bulgarian, she would never doubt the fun she could
have with the young Arab girl; neither would she ask why this girl’s skin is somewhat darker
than hers. Nothing else is different in her eyes than the language; still she finds a way to
communicate. You probably say, “Of course, she’s a child,” I say, “Of course, her mind is
not yet programmed to think and see in categories”. How great it could be if we were all like
children! But we are not; therefore, something should be done to heal the hatred.

A new border is defined every time a group of people finds a common feature and
wishes to limit it to itself, when a strong character gathers people around him and convince
them to fight for a common cause. Regardless of the nature of the cause – revenge, security,
dominance, power, profits, etc. – violence is likely to occur in defending it. Once violence
occurs, it breeds hatred. Those, who hate, stick together against those who are hated and who
stick together as well. And this pattern, which leads from violence to more violence, from
hatred, to more hatred, repeats again and again: from Julius Ceasar to Hashim Thaci. Such a
long history of wars, riots and conflicts gave birth to diplomacy and negotiation in an attempt
to make enemies put down the guns and resolve their issues peacefully. This approach shifted
the battles from the fields to the offices without taking care of hatred. So, we are here today,
in a nationalistic society that doesn’t fight, but humiliates and despises “the other”. The other
is the one who doesn’t belong to the nation; he is the foreigner, the threat. And what remains
to be threatened in most nations today is dignity. You can’t say that the Austrian man now
fears that the German man will conquer him; neither can you say that the Balkan man fears

the influence of the Russian guy; neither do Serbs fear that they would be weaker without
Kosovo.

What is threatened today is the national identity, the respect toward one’s

predecessors, the pride of one’s history. No matter where the borders stand today, we always
remember where they used to stand in our glorious past and respect and admire the people,
who put them there. And every attempt of an outsider to change this special image is a strike
upon our dignity.

History is subjective, they say, and nationalism results from the

discrepancies between the histories of the nation-states.

What’s the solution? Get together and form the future. Every nation associates the
others with the historical images of the past. And, because we can’t change the way we think,
we can only change the historical images of the future. The core of the necessary attitude is
awareness. Create multinational environments in every aspect of human life possible and thus
different people will get to know each other and hatred will fade. Make it a priority of the
government to ensure peaceful cooperation with other countries and by helping each other,
hatred will fade. It is not only a task of the government, but also a task of the individual. The
extreme right parties that are in fashion today illustrate the inability of the individual to cope
with hatred. Unfortunately, these parties only breed even more of it.

The problem is deeper than simply where the borders stand. It involves as well who
lives within them. Every nation-state possesses a variety of minority groups, most of which
are hated or just discriminated against. Who lived on what territory and when is a question
troubling the mind of every history student and the answers possible vary with unpredictable
deviation from Iceland to Greece during the last 3 000 years. The exhausting debates over
similar questions today brought the contempt and the reluctance to accept the other in one’s
nation-state. The declaration of Kosovo’s independence is the most recent example of the

role of nations and borders in contemporary Europe. Naturally, the question follows, ‘Who is
next?’ – the Basks, or IRA, or the Bulgarian Turks? The last case is interesting: although it is
unlikely to happen, it is worth noting the situation – after 500 years under the Ottoman rule,
the Turkish population in Bulgaria today enjoys news in Turkish on the National Television
every day. In my opinion this is a step forward. My generation is willing to accept the Turks
as regular citizens, whereas my grandmother stills tells me ‘Don’t talk to them!’

When we talk about contempt and minorities, we cannot close our eyes for what
happens in Europe as a whole. The way Western Europe view Southeastern nation-states is
often as humiliating as the way one country views its minorities. The ex-soviet republics are
usually regarded as ‘second-hand’ European states, and, admit it or not, the concept of the
‘Second world’ still applies to the region. These countries may need economic help, but the
individuals cannot be treated as lower-standing people just because they come from there.
Unfortunately, they are often treated so.

Well, despite the need to reconcile our differences, borders and nations will continue
to influence our interaction, both on national and on individual level. Therefore, one of the
priority tasks of the Europe of the future will be to marginalize the role of borders and nations
in the development of a common European identity. For the purpose of peace and prosperity,
ethnic conflicts should be once and for all eradicated and people should stop fearing the
presence of others within the limits of their homes. Because, after all, what is the point of
declaring new states if we are walking toward integration?

Karina Toneva

When I first looked at the question, “Borders and Nations: What is their role in
the future of Europe?” it seemed very easy to me. I already had the solution: “A
borderless Europe.” Maybe it is something of which I have always dreamed, but I never
had the chance to express my feelings or to reveal my unconscious thoughts. My solution
“A borderless Europe” is not just a simple thought or a wish which my mind brought up.
It is something deeper, which is based on my own experience of life, supported by the
fact that I had to live as a citizen of a place, Kosovo, which was never known as a
country. I had to face a lot of humiliation and prejudice just because of my nationality. I
am a part of one of those nations which have to face a lot of racism and inferior
sentiments. Hence, because I am surrounded with a great number of people and nations
which look at me as inferior and because I don’t belong to those great “super powers”, I
dream of a Borderless Europe. I see the future of Europe as a unified-place where the
ideas of nationalism and borders will be part of an archaic history, where all the European
countries would be integrated in the EU. Maybe my opinion will sound too naïve and
optimistic, however this is the only solution which I see as a way to save the whole world
from destruction
Throughout the history of humankind, there is not one place that has not gone
through a war, directly or indirectly. Even though there are numerous reasons which led
to different wars, common causes were territories and their borders. Borders are nothing
more than lines that divide one country from another. However, problems are created by
the disputes that two countries may have regarding a territory which could be considered
a part of both countries. What a tragedy that because of politically constructed lines,

which just define a territory, people are willing to kill their fellow human beings. To pick
an example from historical events, one of the biggest factors that led to World War II was
Germany’s invasion of Poland. Germans argued that certain parts of Poland should have
belonged to Germany. As a consequence of this act, millions of people were dead.
Reoccurring through history, we have faced tremendous pain and sorrow as a
result of our own actions. Those are our own actions, based on some irrational ideas such
as extreme nationalism, which have lead us to create walls between each other, walls
which I refer to as agonizing illusions. Those are those artificial walls that have led the
whole world to experience two immensely terrifying wars of human history: World War I
and World War II. Still, it seems that the agony of these illusionary walls has not ended
yet. Hence, people continue to fight for some lines called borders of a nation - lines
which bring nothing but division, hatred or in the worst cases killings of our fellow
human beings. I refer to these borders as agonizing illusions because behind them there is
nothing but the idea of division. While occasionally this division is necessary, in most
cases it does more harm than good. For instance, my home country Kosovo illustrates this
point. Currently, we have succeeded to equip one more nation with one more set of
borders. This is just one more reason why people from a relatively small landmass,
Europe, will use to further differentiate themselves from people within the same
continent. However, in the case of Kosovo, its Declaration of Independence was more
than necessary because there was no other better solution that would insure the safety of
the Albanian population from Kosovo.
Currently living in the 21st century, where the whole world is undergoing the
process of Globalization, it seems to be just a matter of time until we reach the point of a

Borderless World. At this time, most of the European Union belongs to the Schengen
Community, an agreement that allows members to have completely open borders. This
involves a lot of trust between the nations and it allows people to move freely, work and
live within this community legally. Therefore it minimizes the illegal labor, which is very
beneficial to all countries involved because the legal work force is obliged to pay taxes
and participate in other aspects of being within that nation. On the other hand, workers
that do not belong to the Schengen community and are illegal, do not contribute to the
economy of that particularly society. Moreover, because of their illegal status they can
not pay taxes, thus, slowing the local economy. These are only some of the factors one
considers when exploring the relationship of legal and illegal workers.
If the Schengen Community can be perceived as an opposite to the idea of
Borders, we can perhaps extend this further and see other aspects of the European Union
as being an antithesis of nationalism. Problems encountered in the past, which would
have led to wars, can now be circumvented. To begin with, a country would be more
secured when it belongs to a community of nations that have investments in each other.
Therefore, the risks of getting into wars or being attacked is lessened because there are a
whole group of nations involved that will help defend a country that they are allied to.
Furthermore, the sovereignty ceases to belong to one country alone. It becomes the
responsibility of the EU and therefore large wide affecting decisions are not left to
nationalistic interest, but become a matter of Continental interest. Additionally, citizens
of countries within the EU are also protected from a degree of persecution. EU members
must live up to a certain standard of human rights, and it is heavily looked down upon if
participating countries do not meet this requirement. Once again, to use my home as an

example, if Serbia would have been part of EU, then ethnic cleansing would have not
happened, and there would have been no need for an independent Kosovo.
While I see a Unified Europe as being ultimately a good thing, one does have to
stop and consider cases where there could be some bad aspects of this idea.
Unfortunately, the path to joining EU beside the time it is not also easy. Therefore, we
have to consider some facts which may be taken as negative sides of a unified Europe.
First off, nations have to give up their sovereignty. This is an issue that may be of a great
concern for governments, because it leaves national governments less powerful in the
decision-making process. Moreover, the open border policy within the Schengen
community could lead to the spread of cultural diffusion throughout Europe. Even
though, having an intercultural society is admirable for some people, others may see it as
a danger which leads to cultural loss through diffusion. Furthermore, we have to consider
that unifying nations under one government would firstly lead to further Bureaucracy in
the government. Within the government there would be different groups of people with
different ideas, which may lead to a hard-collective-decision-making. Meanwhile,
different languages and different religious beliefs may be partially considered as
obstacles. In my opinion, the benefits that we can have as a unified Europe are more
worth than the obstacles that we might face during the process of unification.
It is a dream I have, that picture glued in my mind of Europe without borders, a
place where people would feel comfortable, where people would first treat one as a
human being, where each person would be equal, and one would not be judged based on
one’s nationality but based on one’s own deeds. I have this picture of Europe as a place
where everyone would refer to me as a European and not by a humiliating nickname.

Now, while I am writing this essay I realized that it is not easy as it seemed to me in the
beginning. Indeed, it makes me think tremendously and it brings up the fear that my
dream and my opinion for a unified Europe is just an illusionary desire of a peaceful
person which may never come true. However, I believe in fact that there are an enormous
number of people who share the same opinion and desire with me for “a unified Europe”
and this fact raises the possibility of my opinion coming true.
Maybe this idea of Europe without walls is just an illusion of my mind, a product
of my imagination or a pure desire of my heart; however, it comes as a product of the
world I am living in. Currently, I see only humiliation between people, hatred for each
other, and the desire of gaining power to rule the others. Based on all these terrible facts I
can not hope for a sudden change. If we go back in history we may see a lot of cultural
and artistic events that we have the pleasure to look at them and for which we are proud
of. We are proud of the things we have achieved, things that have helped our lives and
have created a great history. We always speak proudly of our achievements and of our
good deeds. But we never think about our immoral deeds that we commit. Usually we do
not even want to think about the others when it comes to our interest. We see other
people just as if they were opponents with whom we have to compete in order to gain
something or fulfill our ego. The very same thing happens with nations. They claim that
fighting is in the national interest but indeed it is just a mask to cover the real intensions
which mostly have to do with achieving the goals of a group of people or because of that
harmful term “Nationalism”. If we are to open a History book, we will get an immediate
impression of this world as a Bloody World.

I dream and wish for a peaceful world with equal rights for each person living in
it, where the idea of superiority will be melted in the past, where I as a citizen of this
world would be free and comfortable living in it. I dream of the Europe as a strong and
unified part of the world. A place full of consideration respect and cooperation between
people. While I am expressing my only dream and desire - “A peaceful world”, I in fact
believe in it, because it is the only solution for saving the humankind from destruction.
Hence, I see Europe as a big family, where all the European countries are integrated in
the European Union. A secular institution where different nations with different cultures
would be part of it, and where borders and inferior ideas about the others would be part of
the past with no influence in the future. I see Europe as a powerful continent where
nations are tied together and not just some lonely islands that fight for some illusionary
borders. I see Europe as a strong and united continent.
I dream of the day when someone will ask me where do you come from and I can
respond: I come from Europe.

Zana Govori
American College of Thessaloniki

Borders and nations: what is their role in
the Europe of the future?
Borders and lines. Nations in borders.
There has been a lot of drawing on the world map in the past and every line on the map is
drawn in blood. The first time someone said it’s enough was in 1919 in Versailles. The American
president Woodrow Wilson at the occasion of this peace settlement elaborated his fourteen
points and one of them was his’ ideal: to each nation a state . It would be the apotheosis of manthe most perfect form of political community. So, every nation would have its own country, their
own sovereign territory and the wars between countries would end. And then, the whole world
would live in what Giuseppe Mazzini called the family of nations. But neither Wilson or
Mazzini thought what would happen when someone falls between two lines, between two
nations, between two worlds. What would happen when, for instance, someone’s father is
Serbian and their mother is Macedonian. Or like many people who are Polish or Turkish
descendants in Germany. Where are the borders and lines for those people? You probably think
that the right answer is- wherever they decide. But deciding which side to choose is like trying to
get an answer from a three year old child- who do you love more, your mother or your father?
The future of nations and borders in Europe lies in protecting and promoting human
rights. Making everybody feel comfortable in his/her own skin wherever he/she are. This is the
only true answer because in this world mapping process there has always been minorities on the
“wrong” side of the borders. We have reached a Kantian point- we have developed to the point
where violation of rights in one part of the world is felt everywhere. This is the universal right of
humanity.1
One of the most vulnerable positions in every country is the position held by the minority
groups. EU, in order to change their position from vulnerable to protected, placed a sine qua non
condition on the aspiring EU membership countries- minority rights protection noted in the
Copenhagen criteria.
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Unlike other international organization, such as the UN, the OSCE and the Council of
Europe, which have developed legal framework for minority protection, European Union is still
missing formal instruments regarding this issue.2 Instead of having a policy for minority rights
protection, EU has a principle of non-discrimination based on nationality. When it comes to
protecting minorities’ and other human rights, a country’s sovereign is still inviolable, because
often there is a case when one country will rather pay a court fee from the European Court of
human rights than to comply with the court’s decision.
Why is it important that Europe of the future protects the minority rights? The answer is
simple. Because most of the European countries are ethnically heterogeneous. But protection of
the minorities does not mean dividing the societies and countries, it does not mean protecting the
minority differences. It means protecting the individual and group identity. Jacopo Giorgi in his
study “Minorities protection” said: the reasons of the revived interest in the protection of
minorities essentially are to be found in the renewed belief that “international norms on minority
rights would be a contribution to stabilization.”3
In the spring of 2001 Macedonia’s minority protection policy was put on a real test. One
part of the Albanian minority engaged in an armed conflict, demanding their rights -equal rights
for both Macedonians and ethnic Albanians and other minority groups. Their demands included
even federalization and cantonization of Macedonia.4 After approximately 100 and more
casualties on both sides, on the 13th August 2001, the Ohrid Framework Agreement was signed
guaranteeing more rights for the minorities. The Agreement was signed after long and intense
negotiations, having François Léotard, with the role of mediator and official from the EU and
James Pardew USA representative. More than seven years, after the ink dried on the Agreement,
we are said to be leaders in protection of minorities in SEE.5
What is

actually the Ohrid framework agreement? It is a peace pact signed by

Macedonian and Albanian authorities aimed to put an end to the armed conflict between the
Macedonian security forces and Albanian liberation army in order to improve the rights of
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minorities in the country. The Ohrid Agreement implied changes in the preamble of the
constitution in a way to declare that Republic of Macedonia is a state of all its citizens. The
previous preamble defined the Republic of Macedonia as national state of the Macedonian
people, which guarantees the full civic equality and permanent co-existence of the Macedonia
people with the Albanians, Turks, Vlachs, Roma and other nationalities.
According to the last census held in 2002 the Albanians make up to 25 percent of the
overall population in the country. With the act on Territorial Organization, agreed in the
Macedonian Parliament, it was agreed to decrease the number of administrative districts from
123 to 76 in order to give more power to local government and to increase the representation of
the ethnic Albanians in the local government-in one word decentralization. The municipalities
were created by joining Albanian rural areas with the districts where the majority is comprised
by Macedonians which made the representation of the ethnic Albanians increase to more than 20
percents of the population. Given the situation, according to Ohrid Agreement Albanian
language became second official language in these municipalities and now the members of the
Albanian minorities are in a position to elect a larger number of local government
representatives.6
In order to ensure that police are aware of and responsive to the needs and interests of the
local population, local chiefs of police are elected by municipal councils from the lists of
candidates proposed by the Ministry of Internal Affairs. 7
The principle of non-discrimination and Equitable Representation is applied in particular
with respect to employment of minority group representatives in public administration and public
enterprises, and access to public financing for business development.8
Laws that directly affect culture, use of language, education, personal documentation, and
use of symbols, as well as laws on local finances, local elections, the city of Skopje, and
boundaries of municipalities must receive a majority of votes, within which meaning there must
be majority of votes of the Representatives claiming to belong to the communities not in the
6
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majority from the population of Macedonia.9 This law is granting ethnic Albanians and other
minority groups in Macedonia the right of veto over the choice of all the above mentioned
political and public rights.
These and many more rights, laws and obligations are guaranteeing protection of
Macedonia’s multi-ethnic society and diversity.
What are the lessons learned from the Ohrid Agreement and what could we possibly
teach Europe of the future? When one country is repeatedly turning a blind eye on demands for
protecting and promoting minority rights, when that country excludes from power and
discriminates minority groups, that road can only lead to greater discontent and almost certainly
outbreak of violence.
Europe of the future is Europe where it is unbelievable that one EU member country
harasses minority groups, bans public gathering of that group, bans ethnic music and singing in
minority language, forbids the right of association, forbids the right of people expressing their
sexuality, prohibits people changing their names in whatever they want to be called even if that
name is their favorite football club. Europe of the future is Europe free of discrimination,
standardization, stereotyping and copycatting. Therefore one of the greatest things in World that
Europe has and others don’t is variety. Timothy Garton Ash puts it this way; “that's just what I
love about Europe. You can enjoy one culture, cityscape, media and cuisine in the morning, and
then, with a short hop by plane or train, enjoy another that same evening. And yet another the
next day.”10
Europe of the future is a vision that may or may not come in future. It is right ahead of
us. What we will make of it it’s our responsibility. Europe of the future is improved version of
Europe of the present. By protecting minority rights everywhere and preventing cultural
assimilation, the European cultural wealth will increase. Respecting personal and group borders,
Europe of the future would not need territorial borders. And maybe then we all would live in one
big family of nations making Mazzini’s dream a reality.
Author: Marina Ljubisavljevic
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The meaning and the role of the states and their national interests
against the myth of supranationalism

The Bucharest Dialogue

The intent of this short essay is to reveal the consistence in the international
political relations, affairs and participants. Despite all efforts for unity on the European
continent in a political, economical and even cultural sense, we consider that in the future,
the states and the nations will remain the only subjects which will moderate the political
processes. Our hypothesis is aiming towards the realistic concept, which has a perception
of the states as rational and unitary subjects which have a legitimate right to follow their
own national interests. Into a service of our hypothesis we will take the epic creation of
Thucydides, The Melian Dialogue. Through this dialogue we will try to demonstrate that
a universal political being exists, or objective spirit of the world in a Hegelian sense,
which gives a kind of continuance of the political entities, and which is based upon the
belief of a consistent human nature. In that spirit, through The Bucharest Dialogue, we
will try to prove that a realistic approach of description of the relations between nations is
still present, actually, it is so vivid that we can reconstruct an actual political story, using
the narrative technique of Thucydides, exactly as he would have constructed if he were
our contemporary.
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That spring the Athenians and the Skopjans have sent their delegations to
represent them at the summit of The North Atlantic Treaty Organization in Bucharest,
Romania. The Athenians went with a clear and single goal, to use their position as
members of this organization, with tendency to compel the Skopjans to leave their
strong positions regarding the name of their country, and to obey to the fortitude of
the stronger. The Skopjans were neighbors of the Athenians, they had very small
political and economcal power, to that all their hopes were aimed towards this
summit, and the chance to finally be a part of the great Euro-Atlantic Family. With
this, the Skopjans believed that once and for all their existence will be confirmed and
guaranteed. A few moments before the beginning of the assembly where the
acceptance of new members was being voted, the delegations of the Athenians and
Skopjans met behind closed doors, to negotiate for the possibility of the Skopjans
becoming part of this organization.

The Athenians: Skopjans, we advise you to be wise, practical and rational, and to
accept what we offer, and that is a membership in our family with which you will
obtain your existence, in return you will change your name for the well being of the
both sides.
The Skopjans: How will it be good for us if we denounce the name of our country?
The Athenians: If you denounce, then you will obtain the existence and prosperity of
your country, we, on the other hand, will accomplish our national interests and will
fortify the establishment of our country.
The Skopjans: Don’t you think that with the veto you are planning, you will gain
enemies among other members of the NATO, members which are favoring for our
membership?
The Athenians: No. We do not fear from other countries on the continent. Each one
of them has its own problems, so in this case they will probably stand behind. And
even if it would not be so, the will of one country-member is enough to prevent your
integration.
The Skopjans: Let us say that you are right. Wouldn’t we be cowards and traitors of
our own people if we agree to your suggestion?
The Athenians: No, because you will come to your senses. Your highest priority
should be the safety of your country; this can only be guaranteed with your
membership in NATO.
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The Skopjans: Still, we hope that on the assembly the other countries will be
favorable to us. Let us remind you, we have accomplished all the criterions for
membership in this Union. Eventually, we believe in the same principles as all the
countries in Europe, such as the individual liberty and liberal democracy.
The Athenians: If you count only upon the favor of the other countries then you will
be deceived. Our goals and values are perfectly consistent with those of the other
country-members of NATO. We assure you that each one of them, would react the
same if found in this position. They all know that there is an unwritten “law of nature”
which is to follow our own national interests, and by all means using all the active
assets.
The Skopjans: Since you are giving priority to the strength and power instead of
reason and justice, then we can count on the help from the Americans, who were in
our favor and acknowledged our name.
The Athenians: In this hope of yours, you will be also disappointed. When it comes
to the Americans, we should remind you that like no other country in the world, they
get involved when they sense a chance for profit, without losing anything, and with no
chance of losing an ally. The solemn fact of our membership makes us their ally. And
on the arguments that you have just given us, you have shown to be able to lean upon
the hope, help from the Americans and the favor of the country-members during the
vote. In all these expectations you will be deceived. Be rational and accept our advice,
for there is no shame to obey to the will of the stronger. Do not let the sense of
fairness and righteousness mislead you, because now more then ever your country is
being threatened, this threat can be stopped only with our consent for you to be
accepted in NATO alliance.
In that moment, both sides retrieved from the argument. The Skopjans were on the
move to decide what will be the answer of the given proposition. When they came to
a firm standpoint, they called for the Athenians and announced:
Our decision Athenians is not to change the name. We still believe in the favor of the
other country-members of NATO alliance, because we completed all the given tasks.
We believe in the support of the Americans, which means so much to us, for they are
the most powerful country in the world. But most of all we believe in the idea of
“Europe with no borders”, we believe in the principles of justice and reason, we
believe in the sincere attentions of NATO alliance to be a true democratic family
which will establish all the countries and nations no meter how great or powerful they
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are. We are convinced that we are led by the same principles on which this unity rests.
The only thing that goes over the state borders and the obedience of the national
interests is the idea for loyalty to the liberal democracy, the tissue that connects all
country-members of the NATO alliance.
The Athenians without hearing out the end of this reply, rushed off to an official
dinner on which the members unofficially stated their opinions for the acceptance of
the new countries. Next morning, on the meeting, their threats were confirmed. In the
final report of the NATO summit, only the Skopjans were left with no invitation for
membership in the great Euro-Atlantic Family.
The Americans tried to pressure the Athenians to change their decision, but it was all
for nothing and without any results.
Meanwhile, the delegation of the Skopjans left disappointed before everyone else
from the summit in Bucharest, which was held in the great Palace of the Parliament.
As they were leaving the palace they noticed the sign which was put upfront in great
letters. Each one of them was wondering how they have missed it during the entering.
Disappointed from the outcome and tired from the negotiating they aimed their eyes
towards the Palace. Pondering how to announce the bad news to their citizens, the
Skopjans with absence read the statement: “While the strong do what they can, the
weak suffer what they must“.

Martin Nikolic
University “Ss. Cyril & Methodius” – Skopje
Postgraduate Studies
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BORDERS AND NATIONS:
WHAT IS THEIR ROLE IN EUROPE OF FUTURE

FOR INTEGRATION OR DESINTEGRATION:
Positive and/or negative aspects
Cvetanka Stojanoska, 220/04
from Kichevo, fourth year student at the
Faculty of Administration and Management of Information System,
University “St. Kliment Ohridski” - Bitola

Since time immemorial Europe is called the Old Lady, or the Old Continent, our
‘gastarbeiters’ like to say that they are leaving for the Old Home. That way they
define their birthplace, but very often the expression is used when they think of
coming back to Europe from the countries across the oceans.

And it is true. Europe has the right to be proud of. Cradle where the nobility
started to grow and is still vivid. Cradle of democracy, of freedom and selfdetermination esteem. Cradle of science, of renaissance, of the biggest discoveries,
mother of the greatest minds who have changed the World and Space perception
from the root. Cradle of progressive forces that raised their voices against war,
captivity and voracious appetites of aggressors.

But, Europe is the place where other processes have taken place, too. Dark and
warning, they are embedded in its history as witnesses that the evil can be born
everywhere. That very same Europe is the place and a beginning point of the two
world wars. It is the place where the idea for super race sprang up, for the race so
called ‘Aryan’ – race entitled to the right and the power for ruling the World.
Europe is the land of the colonial and imperial processes. Europe gave birth to
Adolph Hitler, Benito Mussolini, Stalin, Nikolaou Ceausescu, Enver Hodza…
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But nevertheless, it is not my intention to turn this essay into a war lecture
explaining the geopolitical and military - strategic positions of Europe. None the
less, I have intention to debate the issues of the dictatorial history of Europe. But,
the issue of borders and nations should be reached and there is no other way
around, but the one paved with the history of their creation, division and of course,
reshaping and displacement.

Have a look at the Europe’s map, what it looked like just sixty years ago, in the
moment of the celebration of the victory over the Fascism and Nazism. That map
included the Federative People’s Republic of Yugoslavia (FNRJ), later known as
Social Federative Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRJ), Czechoslovakia and the Soviet
Union. That means there were borders marking and externally dividing the unions,
and also there were internal border lines, that were defining the territories what, if
we are sincere enough would admit, were usually heterogeneous and incompatible.
That heterogeneity involved nations’ diversity, religions’ difference and
languages’ dissimilarity. For an example, SFRJ comprised of six republics and
two provinces, where different nations spoke different languages, people defined
themselves as Catholics, Orthodox believers and Muslims by their religion, and
for expressing their nationality they would say they were Serbs, Croats,
Slovenians, Macedonians, Bosnians and Montenegrins. And yet, this picture was
not completed without further division on then called ethnicities, today’s ethnic
minorities.

Beside these borders, one can not forget about the global border line that divided
the countries belonging to two grand war pacts – NATO and Warsaw pact, the line
same as one that set apart East and West of Europe.

So was the picture of European map back in 1945. Nineties were years when
democratic processes started to appear in the countries of Eastern Europe –
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countries mainly belonging to the Warsaw pact (now it is in the process of
breaking apart) – that begun to set them free of one partisan and non-democratic
political systems. These processes were followed by local riots, civil wars and
borders displacement in order of creation of new sovereign states as a result of till
then unions. The European land acted as generator of some machinery that
produced new countries. The Unions’ member states affirmed already present
internal borders, but now made them external. Beyond that, there were attempts
for establishing completely new countries, never ever present before.

The eight year of the new century brought a fresh new image of Europe as an
outcome of the relatively completed processes of democratization. Just for the
notion, SFRJ brought into light seven new countries. And still, there are two
disputable territories that do not want to become a compact part of their parent
states – those are Serbian Kraina and Republic of Srpska. The creation process
was followed by one minor (in Slovenia) and three major civil wars (in Croatia,
Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo). From all of them, just two countries
disintegrated from SFRJ in a peaceful manner – Macedonia and Monte Negro (in
fact, Monte Negro stepped out from the slack union named Serbia and Monte
Negro).

Similar processes took part in the Soviet Union, too. The results are still vivid and
evident – hostiles born in its disintegration resulted in bloody terrorists attacks
(remember the attack on the school in Beslan – Southern Osetia, with product of
more than two hundred killed children).

Only Czech and Slovakia disintegrated their union in a non-violent manner
without civil war.
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This is only an illustration of forming the borders that distinguish the nations
among themselves. That is a process that asks for bloody sacrifices and brings
along many injustices. It would be just enough if Bucharest 1913 comes across
and the way Europe held the scissors above the map shaping and re-shaping till
then border lines in the Balkans and it would bring back unforgotten memories of
the suffered wrong and injustice that is present even now, persistent in its
endurance, creating unsolved issues (the dispute about the name between
Macedonia and Greece).

The borders and their existence can be discussed in two ways. Positive and
negative one.

Their positive aspect is the fact that their existence is often sufficient to stop the
negative elements to penetrate inside them. The borders are rigorously controlled
what, sometimes, preserves the destructive forces from entering and acting.

The negative aspect is that they can be misused; used for tools of the political and
non-good-neighbor stubbornness; used for classification of people that cross them
on ones who enter as ‘persona non grata’ and ‘persona grata’, without any
reasonable ground; used to be forbidden for some nations putting them in the
second-hand, worn-out class.

As a resume - The human being is not meant to suffer limitations. If the saying –
the laws are set to be broken – is considered true, then the same stands for the
postulation - the borders are here to be broken down. I would like this breaking
down to be symbolic. In the manner of breaking down as a result of the progress
and development; as a result of the art, music, film, fashion, literature, modern
technologies, global (Inter)net penetration.
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Italian singer Toto Kutugno, almost two decades ago, sung the Eurovision song
contest winner for United Europe. Back then the vision looked so far and distant.
Even today, more often than desired, it looks like that. Until the processes of
progress are mixed with regressive political issues, the United Europe will look
like one wonderful dream. But, it does not mean that the process of unification
should stop and be dismissed.

Not to be forgotten, the Old Lady is imbued with noble springs of progress,
science, art and democracy.
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“BORDERS AND NATIONS: WHAT IS THEIR ROLE IN THE
EUROPE OF THE FUTURE”

Every way I go, every single newspaper I read and every television emission I watch, I’m
hearing how people mention borders and nations in Europe!! So, I am asking myself the
question, why people have to do that all the time? What’s the meaning of the nations and
borders, what are their values and how they can contribute or which is their role in the
future of Europe.
We all know that Europe is the oldest and the first continent of the civilization at the
world, and a lot of different tribes and people lived on this continent, and those first
people who lived on this territory have achieved a great evolutional advantage of their
cultures, traditions and increased their ethnicity.
Maybe that was the main reason that people made borders between them to protect their
territory and fundamental values like their culture, traditions, internal economy and etc.
As a consequence of that, and directly from their wishes to spread their power on others
countries established in early period of constitution of Europe, the European countries
started making wars between each other. Typical example of this is the war between
England and France which lasted for many years.
There are a lot of theories about what were the reasons for starting the wars in the past?
Some of those theories say that one of the countries wanted to have the whole power and
to rule with the whole region. After many years Europe is changed and now has a
different ideology for its advantage.
Now days, the years of globalization turned Europe to develop another “strategy” and one
of them is “Spreading the World”.
This is what many Europeans believe they have to offer the world: “not power, but the
transcendence of power”. Now that they have found the one true way to transcend power,
Europeans are understandably eager to share it with those nations.
But why should Europeans not believe that they can reproduce their realm of peace “on a
global scale?” As I mentioned, for centuries England and France and Germany, were at
various and shifting alliances, making war against one another. Indeed, these great
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civilized nations were not content to confine their anarchy and conflict within the borders
of Europe. They exported their nationalistic values throughout the world as they
completed the war against one another in the glorious and honorable game of global
empire.
But now these nations who have for so long sought power and dominance at one
another’s expense have renounced the weapons of war and have taken up the great
weapon of peace, the reason. From out of the carnage of their past they have created a
way to peace and mutually sustained security. And if these nations that had been given to
war and competition for power for centuries, now can achieve peace.
After the Second World War, Europe started thinking reasonable and the only way from
passing the big economic crisis and recovering all the fundamental national monuments
of its European countries is their approach of integration.
As we all know from the historical point of view, the European Union first started with
establishing the European Community for coal and steal (founded on May 9th, 1950, by
six European countries: France, Italy, Germany, Netherlands, Luxembourg and Belgium).
This is a very important step for the next integration of Europe. With this organization,
the countries have delegated much of their sovereign and foreign politics.
This organization had a big impact on Europe, in a good way. Europe started becoming
more powerful economically and suddenly other countries decided to enter the same
organization as well!!!

So probably somebody asks himself how does this impacts or contributes to the European
nations and borders????
The answer to this question is quite simple. With entering of different countries in the
same organization and working with mutual interests and having quite similar opinions
about different regions, reduces the differences between them, as nations, and also has a
serious impact on their borders!!!
The European countries would not have to close their borders just because they need to
protect themselves from the economic impact, or from immigration.
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That’s why I think that Europe in future has to open its borders and the European citizens
have to make a process of socialization, to share their traditions and cultural values, to
open their borders and to make a process of liberalization of their national markets and to
advance the foreign businesses.

If we want a modern Europe with good future, we have to open our borders for free
transit between the European citizens and we must not make differences among each
other.
I would take my self for an example. I’m living in Macedonia, the center of the Balkan, a
part of Europe, too. But I think that my possibilities for free movement across Europe are
limited, because the European states, which are a part from the Shengen system, have
made a big restriction over their borders. This kind of politics leads us nowhere… and
leads us to failure for all of us and makes a big problem for the integration of the Balkan
with Europe.

So… at the end I want to give a conclusion as a “suma sumarum” of all those things I
mentioned above….
The borders and the nations have a big role in the future of Europe and they are directly
leading its development.
From one side, Europe can forget its sad and bad past from making a wrong and fascistic
politic and from the other side, could chose the process of integration and globalization
and could have a chance to achieve a big advance at economical, political and defensive
point of view.

Written by: Alberto Zejnel
First Private University – FON
Diplomacy and International Politics
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“Borders and nations: what is their role in the Europe of the Future”

Borders and nations… A very sensitive and large topic when it comes to their
role in the future of Europe, because there is almost no country in Europe that consists of
only one nation. They influence all of the changes that are happening on this continent
and also affect the future plans which are drawn in the agenda of the “so called” story of
European Union.
The enlargement of the Union started and flows according to the timetable that
the institutions of the EU had foreseen. Europe finally has made it to unite the historical
and the geographical set of the countries. It exists so the borders between the nations will
be erased and disappear and also the nations will get closer and there will be more
cooperation between them. The constitutional treaty of the EU is a pact made between
sovereign nations which strongly have decided to share common destiny and unite
increasingly parts of their sovereignty. It takes in consideration those issues which are
most important for the European nations: peace, safety, democracy with participation,
justice, solidarity…and other. This pact consolidates and confirms in whole Europe with
what billions of people chose to live into conditions with rule of law and in harmony with
the values of mankind and human dignity, which have been present with centuries,
neglecting the national subject and national pretensions between them. In Europe they
chose to be one. The current technological revolution radically changes the life in
industrialized world, including Europe. At the same time, it creates new challenges which
go beyond the national borders. The nations which try independently to solve the
questions as tenable development, population trends and need of social solidarity, can’t
be very successful at it. National policies by themselves can not supply economical
growth, and individual governments can not give ethnical answer on the progress of the
world on the field of sciences of life. Most of the problems which originate, and concern
all of us on this continent, can not be solved independently, but only united and in
harmony without prejudices of that who and what we are, or what color of skin we have,
which religion we belong to …. The enlarged European Union is part of the world which
changes fast and radically and also asks for new stability, and that stability can not be
reached with fights between nations and with marking of borders. Turmoil on other
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continents also had influence on Europe - starting from the revival of religious anger in
the Islamic world, the diseases and hunger in Africa, economical crisis in Latin America,
to the explosively growing population in Asia and the global migration of the industries
and the work places. Europe can not allow itself to concentrate only on its own
development. It has to completely join the globalization processes. In that, it will get help
from all the countries which are on their continent and all the nations who build their
lives in it, to remove all the borders and barriers for bigger development on this
continent. Even though Europe can be proud of its achievements in the field of trade
policy, the European Union has a long forthcoming road before it says that they talk in
one voice and that it’s a confidential actor in the scene of world policy. The institutions
of the European Union have proved their value, but they have to be adjusted so they will
be able to face the growing number of the tasks that the growing Union has to complete.
As the number of the member states of the European Union grows, also grows the
number of the conflicting factors that tend to dismember it. Here are included the nations
and the borders as factors of first line for dismembering of the Union. Almost every
country has misunderstandings with their neighbors which are of different reasons.
Usually they are historical which are drawing back with centuries. The categorical views
of national interests can very easily throw of the rut the long term priorities of the Union
as a whole. Right because of it, everyone who takes part in this ‘adventure’ without
reserves have to take over their duty and to work in a way that will help the institutional
system of the EU to carry on working successfully. Every bigger change in the current
system has to ensure respect for the majority of Europe. The biggest advantage of Europe
is her rich multiplicity - the numerous differences between its nations. What is acceptable
and normal for ones, for others is not acceptable and weird. Most important is for them to
feel that they are part of Europe and not to feel pressure one over another. Actually that’s
why the European Union was created, to supply future and prosperity for all the countries
in the European continent, to create a Europe without borders, and Europe of equal
nations. The reforms must be adjusted in the decision making process. Insisting on
unanimity simply would lead to a paralyzed situation. The only system which is possible
to work is a political and law system that is based on the majority voting, with
mechanisms of inspection and balance. In that way all the countries would be equally
represented and all the nations would have right and opportunity to fight for their rights.
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There are a lot of countries which are members of the European Union and countries that
are about to become members in the next period which are consisting of more
nationalities, but they function excellent and their development continues in a good path.
Typical example is the Netherlands which is a multiethnic country but still one of the
most developed countries and an example of how a bridge between nations is built and
how living together between different nations can be managed. Also there are a lot of
countries where this particular problem of misunderstandings between the nations makes
them the biggest obstacle for joining the big European family, besides all the
accomplished terms. Solving the problem doesn’t mean postponing it and neglecting it
because with that there will be left consequences for the future generations. Europe and
the big statesman and the ones who left mark in her history, forming one family of
European countries and nations, they picture Europe as ONE. Respectively Europe
without borders, Europe of free ideas, Europe with vision for development of the youth,
and that can be achieved if there aren’t any prejudices and divisions and differences
between nations and divisions of the country as MINE OR YOURS. The citizens of
Europe have the need to know who is responsible of what and to feel that it has
importance in their lives. Only then the citizens will support the idea of European
integration and will be motivated to participate in the promotion of its ideas. Projectconstitution which should be adopted is one more step further in the process of uniting
the European nations and people to function together. Is this the last phase of the big
project that the fathers of EU invented? And whether the political structures of Europe
will develop more with the struggle of Europe to accomplish its destiny? The answer of
this question nobody knows…
Back in the past, a big philosopher Victor Hugo once said ‘there will come one
day when all the nations in this continent will unite in a bigger grade of unity and will
create the European brotherhood, without losing their facilities and their famous
individuality. There will come one day when the minds will be hit by the single battles- of
opened markets of ideas. There will come one day when the voting letters will replace the
bullets and bombs’. That day has come, day of free minds and feeling of some degree of
unity. The future should bring Europe without borders and Europe where all the nations
will live together.
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“Borders and nations: what is their role in the
Europe of the Future”
Europe like every other continent in the world is consisted of many different nations
which have their own countries, but as the time passed, with the development of the countries
and their need to cooperate between each other, because they saw that they can not survive on
their own and had to cooperate and make allies with other nations, also with the development of
the technology and the expansion of the trade and free market, the countries had coming people
from other nations and become citizens of their countries which makes them multinational
countries. Some of them have had this multinational structure since back in the past and some
have it now because of the above mentioned factors. As we can see, there is almost no country in
Europe with population consisted of only one nation.
The history teaches us that in the past in this continent there have been many wars
between the nations, almost every nation fought with the other and the nationalism was highly
spread, which is still present at some less developed countries or the ones who had war going on
in the recent past, and they all had pretensions to take over the other nations and expand their
borders. This made a big gap between the nations and they didn’t like other nations much which
lead to many wars, we can mention lots of wars in the Balkans almost every nation had war
between them (everyone has had war with all the others). Another example we can mention is
the 100 year war between England and France, the war between France and Germany and many
other wars. All these wars made people to think that the people of other nations are bad and
didn’t like each other and always had misunderstandings. But these wars also had some good
effect, because people learned that they can not win on their own but they have to make allies if
they want to win, in that way with becoming allies they had more cooperation between them, not
only in the aspect of war and military but, also in other fields and the people of those nations
became closer and more tolerant between each other. This example was especially seen after the
World Wars I and II.
As the time passed with the development of the countries and all the other factors I
mentioned above, the countries had more and more mixing of nations and that helped them
become closer and also to stop thinking bad about other nations.
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The founders of the European Union had seen this opportunity and also had this vision of
making Europe as one multinational big country, first that started as cooperation between few
more developed countries mostly for coal and steel which formed the ECSC (European Coal and
Steel Community). The wounds of the wars were still opened so they couldn’t make big steps of
Union but this was a start. Later as the countries were developing the education level was going
higher people saw that there is something that is not right and that they should have more
understanding for the other nations and more tolerance between them and also saw that they
should have more and more cooperation between them and exchange experiences. That’s how
the ECSC was gradually becoming a bigger bond between those nations and became an
integration, which included different fields like free trade for example.
As the ECSC was developing it later become too big Union and more countries had
aspirations to this integration. Slowly but safely this community grew into European Union and
already was covering many fields and also the borders between the nations which were
integrated into this Union were and still are disappearing they are just formally existing. But still
those formal borders they still work as the countries which are members of the European Union
have given away only parts of their sovereignty into the hands of the EU institutions and they
still have control over those borders and accomplish different policy and create the counties
policy, social, economical, foreign policy and similar.
The European Union now counts 27 member states which are all from different nations
but its decision making process creates a little problem because not every country agrees with
what others think, the nationalism is not wholly extinct and the history still has influence in their
thoughts and they don’t think on the future as one, as Europe, but they think only for the interests
of their own countries, which means that borders still exist. Because of this decision making
process the European Union can’t make big steps toward a bigger Union between this countries
and nations because they still aren’t ready to give away their sovereignty and rely on the
institutions of the European Union. My opinion is that the European Union has to do some
reforms because when it was created there weren’t as many members as they are now.
Another problem that concerns the European Union is the countries which are not
member states. Some of them are with candidate status, some of them are in the negotiation
process and some of them don’t wish to join the European Union (Switzerland and Norway),
which is also a big problem because the countries that are in the process of integration still have
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problems internally and they might bring problems to European Union if they join the Union
before solving their problems inside and with their neighbors.
As we can see from the above borders and nations have had a big role on the European
continent and they still have, but what is important is that they slowly but safely are becoming
less and less danger for the European Union, which would mean fulfilling the vision of the
founders of the European Union of having Europe as one country which is consisted of many
nations but they function together.
In the recent past we had seen the attempt of the project constitution of the European
Union which didn’t pass because of the referendums in some countries, which according to me is
good that it didn’t pass because I think that Europe, even though there were lots of improvement
in the relations between the nations and the borders, are slowly but safely disappearing, is not
ready yet to become a federation and one country. There still exist the nationalism in the hearts
of the people, still there exists the misunderstandings between the nations and people of Europe
still don’t see Europe as one country.
My opinion is that Europe has to wait a little more and do little reforms which will work
as a confederation for some period until people start to be more tolerant toward each other and
respect other nations and also the politicians will direct their thoughts on Europe as one and not
concentrate on their own countries which will allow gradually passing the sovereignty of the
countries to the institutions of the European Union. I’m not against the project constitution that
was a good attempt but it’s still early for that, that’s why actually it failed. The nations are not
ready yet to be tolerant toward others, as an example we have Belgium which in the last elections
couldn’t form the government because of the misunderstandings they had inside their country
between the 3 nations that live there, so according to me if one country cant solve that problem
which already has a constitution then how can a bigger country like EU would be able to
function with many more nations in it.
As we can see, the borders and nations have a big role in the Europe of the future but I
am optimistic and looking back in the past 50 years and now, I see there has been a lot of
improvement in that field so, I also expect this improvement to go on in the same manner and
gradually the nations living in Europe will have more understanding and respect toward other
nations and will also be more tolerant which will help them see Europe as one country and will
start to create the policy of that country all together and make Europe one of the world forces.
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BORDERS AND NATIONS: WHAT IS THEIR ROLE IN THE EUROPE OF THE
FUTURE,
American College of Thessaloniki, 24 October, 2008

Vladica Maleska

NATIONS AND THEIR LANGUAGES

,, The limits of my language means the limits of my world “-

Ludwig

Wittgenstein

Our language is, maybe more than anything else, our
identity. It is who we are. Speaking about the subject of this
Conference, today there are 23 official languages in the EU,
which symbolize the idea of equality. Those are: Czech, Danish,
Ductch, English, Estonian, Finnish, French, German, Greek,
Hungarian, Italian, Lithuanian, Litvan, Maltese, Polish,
Portuguese, Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish, Swedish, Irish,
Bulgarian and Romanian. One day our nation will become a
member and our language will be listed among other official
languages of EU. However, until then, we must overcome
prejudice that we have one towards the others, in the Balkans.
We can do this by emancipating ourselves, seeking examples
from the West. We have to know about the differences in order
to know where we stand.
I believe that Macedonian state has a inspiring language
policy, very much in accordance with the European Framework
Convention for the protection of national minorities and
European Charter for the protection of minority languages. That
policy is a result of a long process of accomodation of different
nationalities living in our country. That accomodation wasn’t
always peaceful, but at the end according to the Constitution:
Macedonian language is the official language, while Albanian
language is the second official language. On the local level,
Albanian, Turkish, Roma, Serb and Vlach language are the
official languages, besides Macedonian. The state supports a
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system of education in all these languages supported by positive
discrimination. Roma children have lectures in their own
language at school. As an example of multiculturalism, I stress
the following: at the SEE University Macedonian language is
obligatory for the students studying on Albanian language; and
the Albanian language is obligatory for the students who study
on Macedonian.
Is this positive in every aspect? Does this language policy
divide us more than it should unite us?
There are examples that there is separation between
different nationalities. It is a fact that the Romas are exposed to
different forms of discrimination. From my experience in
Skopje and in Struga, there were misunderstandings between
Albanians and Macedonians that studied in the same schools.
Fist-fights would follow sometimes and the outcome is further
separation. But this situation forces us to find ways to improve
our multiethnic democracy. One fact is that everyone has the
right to learn his/her own language. The other fact is that today
modernisation is the dominant characteristic of our time which
allows young people to have an open mind about the world,
including language and religion. This process decreases conflict
and increases understanding and tolerence.
Emancipation comes from language which is our mother
thonge. After the Second World War, the new Macedonian
nation, mainly composed by villagers, started their long and
difficult process of emancipation through its slavic Macedonian
language, that was at that time codified. From the stories I was
told, there was a time of great enthusiasm when intellectuals that
codified the modern Macedonian language went to villages to
collect words.
But, in the context of globalization, I feel as if the limits
of my language are the limits of my world. Thus, in order to
expand my world and transcend borders, English became my
second language, opening windows of understanding towards
other nations and cultures. This made me a citizen, not only of
Europe, but of the world.
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“Borders and Nations: What is their role in Europe of the
future”?
People which come from the same geographic territory, speak the same
language, have the same religion and faith, and differ from the others with their
specifics, are defined as a nation. The customs, the emotions and the historical
orientation towards the culture and language of one nation is called national identity.
My identity is created and recognizable with the culture, language and the traditions
of my predecessors with centuries and also transferred from generation to generation,
as Macedonian. Each generation is looking toward better existents of its nation. Today
the European future is inevitable for each of us who are a part of this old continent.
United Europe has always been a challenge, especially for the Balkan. The word
Balkan has always been associated with many wars, injustices and exoduses. Words
that describes the Balkan are: borders, ethnical cleanings, territorial pretension and
interesting politicians. The role of the borders and nations in Europe has been very
interesting and broad topic for many politicians, analysts and historians. With the
collapse of the SFRJ and the birth of new states, Balkan has become the center of war,
nationalism and patriotism. My country went through and still is going through long
and inexplicable transition which today carries scars and victims. The whole situation
in the region is still unclear because of the same reason which the borders have
created. Instead of free flow of the capital, people and ideas, instead Balkan without
borders, we still have divisions and regress to the history.

In united Europe, the borders will be history. It is very familiar that borders
are obstacle for free flow of communication, stocks and quality. In united European
future the nations will have better mutual understanding and respect, because they
would compete for recognition of the quality and success of one nation.
Today the world is very global and some look at this with positivism, but others
consider that to be negative. The positive thing is that global world benefits in the
field of economy, education and communication. But others usually connect the
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meaning of ‘global” with the influence or changes of the identity. In my opinion, I can
say the contrary of that claim, that in fact the global world has created more realistic
feeling about the identity of the people. United Europe actually can better preserve my
identity because the differences between people identities will be confirmed. The
human minority rights are the fundamental element for helping to preserve the
feelings of national identity. In reality, the rights and the freedom of people strengthen
the own feelings.

Many people get confused with the concepts of national identities, patriotism
and nationalism, which are completely different topics. That difference is enormous
and incomparable. The national identity is something embedded in the core of one
person and is unbreakable part of feelings. On the other hand, the patriotism in fact is
a special feeling in the heart of one nation which feed the needs for unity of the same
nation. Nationalism is something which leads towards unjust and unreal emotions and
always makes damages to the nation. But unfortunately, the nationalism is awake for
own interests when real national unity is needed. Nevertheless, strong political
profiteers, own named patriots and not enough educated agents of one society are the
source of nationalism, racism and discrimination. And definitely it is everywhere and
can be feeling even in my surrounding. However, those concepts mark the existence
of the nations and each nation feel it the influence of identity, patriotism and even
nationalism.

Borders can be real barrier of the nations and also can really easily isolate
them from the rest of the world. Taking my country as an example which still deals
with borders, I will explain what it means to travel abroad. To live in Macedonia and
to decide to travel abroad is like a science fiction. Enormous procedures and horrible
humiliating is the picture of long lines in front of the embassies to get a visa. That
really discourages people to travel and isolates them within the borders of their own
country. Consequently, that isolation has a very negative influence on the
development in every sphere of living of one nation and makes it difficult for the
economical and cultural prosperity. The exchange of ideas and knowledge is the
unique solution for us, the younger generations, to represent our ideas and solutions
on global level, for solving the problems which interests the whole world and
political, scientific and technological development. Only with clear and dedicated
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minds our generation can destroy all borders and obstacles for better united living no
matter of the religion and race.

Therefore, no borders and free communication between nations is the most
important for development and prosperity of each nation. Certainly there were and
still are problems that people and nations have created. But there is no problem which
cannot be solved with mutual communication, discipline and mutual respect.
Tolerance and respect among people will create new bridges for better understanding
and mutual connecting. Every nation is striving toward better conditions and
development and united Europe could afford that, maybe it is not ideal but for the
Balkan is the best. In the end, I would say that with knowledge, open-mindedness and
wishes, a lot can be changed, for a world without borders and wars.
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“Me” in a united Europe
Albulena Karaga
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When asked: “What are you?” very spontaneously and instinctively, I answerеd: “I am an
Albanian?” I have never before, until recently, started thinking why that is so. I guess it is
because I grew up in the Balkans, where nationality (ethnicity) is an enormous part of a
person’s overall identity. Yet when asked: “What is a nation?” it takes me a longer time to
answer and even when I do, I am aware that the answer is vague and incomplete. This
happens because the concept of “nation” cannot be easily and completely defined. None of
the definitions that already exist capture the whole picture of “what is a nation”, and I believe
that the reason is not a “low quality camera” rather than there is no possible “location” from
where “to grasp the moment”. Different nations emerged in different forms and in different
historical, social and economical circumstances and that is probably why the same “camera
film or mode” cannot be applicable to all “pictures” (some might be taken in the day-light for
instance, and some might need a “night-mode setting”). However, what I do know about “a
nation” is that I belong to one: it is one of the surfaces on which I can lie down and according
to which I can make decisions; it is one of the templates that can guide me through time and
space and provide me with a sense of orientation; it is the feeling of not being alone; it is the
sense of pre-existence and immortality of a certain form…
It is interesting how people tend to identify most with the thing that someone or something
else is trying to suppress at their personality (at least what the person thinks of as a threat),
for instance if I am being discriminated (directly or indirectly) in terms of gender, the fact
that I am a female would have prevailed in my identity (first of all I am a female and only
then I am something else). The historical circumstances in the Balkans have been such that
made most of the people that live there to identify with their nation first and then with
everything else. The basics, nevertheless, are things that do not belong exclusively to “this”
or “that” nation, but remain humane first of all. That is why I truly believe that we can all be
a part of a united and borderless Europe, because for sure there are more things that connect
us rather than separate us. The fact that most people in the Balkans identify with their nation
should not be seen as a sign of a lack of will to cooperate with others. After all this sense of
belonging to a certain nation is a European concept, and Europe has proved up to a certain
point that different nations can work very closely together when there is a common interest.
An American “melting-pot” is not needed nor desired in Europe. Europe has the ingredients
to be a salad of fresh vegetables that together form a special flavor and yet are recognizable
and unique by themselves. The United States’ ingredients are not only mixed but boiled and
through this process of heating there is the risk of losing a lot of healthy vitamins.
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Becoming a part of Europe will not change my national identity; it will only add a new
aspect of it. Identity is not a constant state of being. However, every day that passes adds a
new aspect to each and everyone’s personal identity. People change as circumstances change.
I believe that as a species we are quite adaptable. Adaptability is for sure a means of
surviving. With the era of close interconnectedness and cooperation that the world is
undergoing through a process of globalization people get to feel as being part of the world
and this new dimension of their identity, this new sense of belonging even though is yet in its
embryonic form, for most of the people will certainly generate change. With time not only
individuals but nations as entities change as well. Through the process of cooperation and
togetherness people get to meet each-other and overcome different barriers, more importantly
psychological ones, and achieve up to a level on which one can stick to the basics.
I feel ready to go out in the world and become a part of it, not only because there are a lot
of things that I can get but because there are a lot of things that I can offer as well.
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If the world was a blank canvas, than politics would be the palette of colors:
giving it its form, shape, and, ‘color’. That is how I understand the importance of what I
have decided to major upon.
Politics, nevertheless, is the most complicated science that influences humanity on
a daily social basis: at times, the sole factor providing for perfect serenity, and at times,
the only cause of unimaginable chaos. Many scholars have questioned its acceptance as a
science, mostly on dilemma claiming no facts can be kept track of the ever-changing
nature of human-beings (the basic social units of life), thus, politics. Throughout history,
defining a term as complicated has been challenging. Today, living in the
technology/internet era, definitions to almost anything are provided to its excess. An
online source such as Wikipedia, defines politics as: “the process by which groups of
people make decisions”, limiting people’s knowledge. Although later it implies that “the
term is generally applied to behavior within civil governments, but politics has been
observed in all human group interactions, including corporate, academic, and religious
institutions”. It is vitally important for each human-being, especially if involved in this
field of study, to come up with her/his own understanding and definition of a term so
complicated: always applying it to the surrounding environment - that being her/his
nation. And in my case, as previously mentioned, politics has been the palette of colors
that placed the Republic of Macedonia where it stands in the map, and at times coloring,
in and out of its borders, with bright, and at times, with dark colors.
In order to be able to foresee the role of Nations and Borders in the Europe of the
future, it is important to reflect upon history, and how it came to be the map we know of
today. Since the dawn of human civilization, people have felt a fundamental need to
divide the world into territorial areas. The original divisions were often based upon the
extent of available agricultural land, or on the influence of a central group or city over a
surrounding area. (Nature Gallery: Boundaries, Borders, and Disputes, [Online],
Available: http://www.pacificislandtravel.com/nature_gallery/boundries.htm [19 Oct
2008]). Gradually, as groups organized into empires and expanded their territories, they
encountered other empires. Where the empires met, wars were often fought and
eventually peace followed. The result, as long as one empire did not completely take over
another, was an area of transition between the two territories - a type of border zone. The
importance of borders was not fully realized until the advent of the Age of Exploration in
the 15th and 16th centuries. As European powers claimed new lands in the Americas,
Africa, and Asia, they had to make a clear record of their territory and its resources. The
record often took the form of maps created by skilled surveyors and cartographers who
were part of the original expedition or who were later sent to the newly explored lands.
Thus, having a clear picture of how everything began, one can start debating on how they
could, should, and would be under certain circumstances. Many have questioned what
would the world be like without borders? One nation united into a single community may
represent utopia, especially to the third world countries and other underdeveloped ones.
But never look at one side of a question. A single community can as well prove to
become a dystopia.
In Europe, borders have played a major role in shaping the cultural, ethnic,
national, economic, and financial scheme. On the negative side, borders of modern
Europe serve to create the gap between the west and east, where in the west everything of
the above-mentioned is ‘better’ – especially when it comes to the economic and financial
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status. On the other hand, people have taken the positive aspects of a borderless Europe,
thus in an attempt to create an imaginary borderless nation, they created the European
Union established by the Treaty of Maastricht in 1993, and NATO for security
enhancement established by the signing of the North Atlantic Treaty on 4 April 1949.
The EU has developed a single market through a standardized system of laws which
apply in all member states, guaranteeing the freedom of movement of people, goods,
services and capital. It maintains a common trade policy, agricultural and fisheries
policies, and a regional development policy. Fifteen member states have adopted a
common currency, the Euro. It has developed a role in foreign policy, representing its
members in the World Trade Organization, at G8 summits and at the United Nations.
Twenty-one EU countries are members of NATO. It has developed a role in justice and
home affairs, including the abolition of passport control between many member states
under the Schengen Agreement (European Union, [Online], Available:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Union [19 Oct 2008]): clearly all of these
suggesting the goal to unite Europe into a single imaginary community. Especially on the
world scene, EU’s goal has been to portray Europe as ‘one single’ when dealing with
foreign affairs. All of this made possible with the most powerful tool of politics:
cooperation between regions and strengthening territorial cohesion across Europe via
cooperation remains one of the main challenges in the future of the European Union.
Living in the Republic of Macedonia, whose candidacy for the European Union was
granted in December 2005, unification and dissolution in the single community is far
from seen. Especially when it comes to a country with multi-ethnic society, economically
developing, financially weak, which used to be part of the communist ex Yugoslavia, and
more recently with a nationality-based name dispute with the neighboring Greece (part of
the EU) Macedonia’s case is far more than complicated.
Nations are defined by a combination of cultural and political factors. Culturally,
they are groups of people who are bound together by a common language, religion,
history, and tradition. Ultimately, however, nations define themselves through the
existence of a shared civic consciousness, classically expressed as the desire to achieve or
maintain statehood. (Heywood, 1997:118). In order to be able to look at the big picture,
that is, Europe, one needs to take small countries such as Macedonia under the scope in
order to understand the role of borders surrounding the country, and the “borders” within
the country, both for the present and future. These internal borders are later on discussed
by Heywood in Politics, claiming that although nation states are treated as discrete and
unified entities as far as international politics is concerned, each nation state incorporates
a range of internal division and levels of power. The Republic of Macedonia especially
has to deal with such issues since it shelters minorities: Albanians, Turks, Bosnians,
Roma people, and other, no wonder Italians named a famous salad with a wide range of
ingredients “salata macedone”. If no common ground can be found on this level,
Macedonia, and other multi-ethnic countries can dream of becoming unified with other
countries. History has proven that the national identity borders are by far stronger than
the physical borders, since the first can outlaw the second. Yet, as the delicious salad,
living in a multi-ethnic community has brought a lot of positive effects. I, especially, am
privileged as a daughter of an Albanian mother and Turkish father, living in the Republic
of Macedonia, and having the opportunity to be part of each of the three very rich and
beautiful cultures brought along with the different ethnicities. Especially, being able to
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gain respect from all of my Albanian, Turkish, and Macedonian friends whom labeling as
different is unimaginable on a daily basis since, we have blended all together to create
one big “ethnic group”. Although people hardly realize, it takes looking from very far (or
physically away) to understand that no matter what religion we practice, or language we
speak, or national background we come from people of Macedonia share common social
values and a common mentality. In the United States, for example, regardless whether
Albanian, Macedonian, or Turkish, hearing that the other is from Macedonia will make
them unexceptionally happy, forgetting their differences, and caring solely about their
attachment to “home sweet home”. Yet, the mother tongue isn’t easy to give up. Thus,
Albanians want to get their education in Albanian, Turkish in Turkish, Roma people in
their language… Keeping in mind that respecting and practicing the Macedonian
language as citizens of the Republic of Macedonia is vital, people of different ethnic
groups have the right to academically improve and learn about their heritage: their
language, history, and culture. The same applies to religion. The Republic of Macedonia
is responsible to give different religions the right to be practiced freely, and in their own
religious objects. Riots, revolutions, and other conflict result as not giving these rights
and privileges to those people. On the other level, people of Macedonia should be happy
to be dwelling with Albanian neighbors here, Bosnian friends there, other Macedonians at
school, Roma people on their job; and with mosques on their right while beautiful
churches rise on their left. Whereas people travel across oceans to go visit a new place,
meet a new culture, learn about a new religion, all we have to do is step beyond our
prejudice borders that we have created in our mind.
In Europe, the physical borders that separate a country from the rest in the map
are yet to exist for long. The borders that should be taken care of are on the cultural,
ethnic, and national level. These, if touched, can cost the whole map of Europe to change.
Thus, having looked at both micro and macro levels, one can conclude that the most
dangerous borders in the Europe of the future are those caused by unacceptable
differences of national background. If this settles down, Europe can exist as one single
community not minding the physical borders that divide one nation from the other, and
countries like the Republic of Macedonia will settle down ‘difference’ disputes.
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Borders and Nations: What is Their Role in the
Europe of the Future?
“’A day will come when all the nations of this continent, without losing their
distinct qualities or their glorious individuality, will fuse together in a higher unity
and form the European brotherhood.’ Victor Hugo spoke these prophetic words in
1849, but it took more than a century for these utopian predictions to start coming
true.”(EU Commission 55)
Yet, this heavenly statement has proven to be quite questionable in the eyes of
some individuals. The glorious individuality seems devastatingly endangered, in
terms of melting of the distinct national identities; open borders are perceived as a
deficit of antivirus program that would have stopped the drugs smuggling and human
trafficking. However, taking in mind all the benefits and welfare that the phenomenon
of the European Community has brought to the continent, the assertion that it is
convincingly positive and essential to the society in which we live, is undeniable.
The European Union is much more than an economic entity. It is home to over
375 million people who are not only consumers in a vast single market, but also
citizens of the European Union. They have chosen to live under the rule of law, in
accordance with age-old values centred on humanity and human dignity. But, even in
this, up till now, best solution in the European social, political and economical life,
there appears to be some sort of problems in accepting it. These problems arise from
the understanding that these 375 million people are living in separate “subcommunities” within the Union, called states, or nation-states, which are obviously
still playing an essential role in the international political stage. But, some of them are
condemned to have and multiply the troubles brought by nationalism and the idea of
borders and territory.

“For the last 200 years the nation has been regarded as the most appropriate
unit of political rule. Indeed, international law is largely based on the assumption that
nations, like individuals, have inviolable rights, notably the right to political
independence and self-determination. Nowhere, however is the importance of the
nation more dramatically demonstrated than in the potency of nationalism as a
political creed.” (Heywood 103)
Europe has a plenty of descriptive examples to illustrate this fact, counting
those on the Balkans; especially the process of Yugoslavian secession, in particular.
Every group of people sharing some of the most important common values such as
language, religion, history and traditional customs, has the territorial unit called state
as their primary wish and vision. Many of the political and social activities of this
group or nation are directed towards fulfilling this dream. Some of them succeed and
some of them do not. The people of Kosovo proclaimed their independence by selfdetermination, but many similar ambitions may choose another unfavourable way.
The best solution offered up till now is the European Union. It is well known
that problems between different entities are successfully undermined by putting them
work together. That is what this Union did to a number of nations; embraced them
under the slogan United in Diversity. Distinct nations work in the name of their
common interests, they form a group of nations that can achieve a lot more than an
isolated nation can do by itself, while they again have and protect their cultural
heritage; they sing their anthems, they wave their flags, they can speak their mother
languages as official languages in the European Union. Embraced under one more
flag and one more anthem, they are achieving unity and are creating conditions for
mutual understanding and cooperation. It can hardly be said that the statement of
losing states’ national identities in the sea of other cultures is based on logical

arguments. One can recognise and define himself/herself only by recognising the
differences in the other. Thus, this process of integration in the European Union can
only make stronger the existing national identities, or even create more diverse
individualities, and once again prove that it is not melting diversities into a universal
identity, but is uniting them.
Furthermore, the European Union succeeded in providing the most important
value of liberalism as a prevailing ideology in the West, which is freedom, and in the
case of mobility- freedom of movement in particular. The population of the member
states of the Union, can freely travel or even live, study and work within the territory
of this united family.
“The original five ‘Schengen States’ agreed that they would create an area
where people could move freely between their respective territories. They removed all
internal border controls, and countries may only reintroduce them in certain wellspecified circumstances. Today the Schengen Agreement has been fully incorporated
into the EU’s founding treaties.” (EU Commission 45)
Having the help of the arm of EU, there would be no more need of emergence
of new borders, emergence of new reasons for confrontations. United in diversity
comes on stage once again. United Europe means, Europe without borders, Europe
with no need of visas, Europe with no need of frustrating border administration. What
remains to be done is the complete integration of all European countries in the EU
family, in order that every European citizen can proudly wave the common flag of a
complete, united Europe.
Finally, as it was previously said, nation-states shaped by the borders of
diminishing importance, are still the main players in today’s political structure of the

world, but they are far from independent in the Europe of the future, because
Robinson Crusoe would not have moved further ahead, if he had not met Friday.

Goce Gocheski
New York University Skopje
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“The borders and the nations What is their main role in Europe in future?”
My dream
Just for one moment, I want to go back to my childhood, fulfilled with joy,
happiness and careless child’s game. I can hardly count my age with my hand fingers,
when suddenly I went for a trip along with my parents. The joy that I felt was endless.
But, unfortunately didn’t last too long. The level of development of my brain cells was
good enough to understand that something was wrong. For the first time I found my self
trapped into a spider-net. I felt like I’m between the chains. With a grand barrier putted
in front of me, incapable of realization of the imposed purpose. That I can get to my
final destination. Even if it may sound to you too childish and naïve, it is still very real.
It seamed weird, but still truthful.
Overwhelmed by the anger and the sorrow together with my parents, I was
“wrapping” my self in one angle of my worm and humbled home. From that moment
forward, my dream had begun. In that dream, I could communicate whit the reality. I
was wondering what was happening outside of my modest acknowledges? I was
observing some unnecessary barriers, conflicts, hate and lots of other things which I
personally believe that can reach into the feelings of every individual, a person. Those
were the same barriers that I felt on my own skin. For a moment, some strange light
came into my dream.
There, in my dream I saw the islands of hope for the better tomorrow. It was a
dream, which as I grow up and became more mature, has opened the doors of my points
of view, realizing the fact; “Who am I?” -and where I belong, describing my personal
characteristics, but at the same time has pointed at the horizon and the future of one
endless continent, of the region without prejudicing and suffering and a place of a free
love and understanding.
In my dream, which I see faze by faze, with the feeling of deep emotions which
are coming from the bottom of my soul, I see my self, as a part of a group of people
which is called a nation by the science elaborations and the highest acts, united into the
frames of one country. This nation has its personal identity, language and culture.
If we make one chronological review, we shall see that the national identity
represents the crucial factor for the existence of one nation, deeply written into the heart
and the soul of every citizen who is expressing patriotic feelings, in other words, the
feelings of love, loyalty and a devotion to the nation.
Therefore, everyone who will try to undermine someone’s national identity from
the other side of the border, it’s like he is opening a wound, a cancer that is very hard to
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cure. Unfortunately, the view over the Europe, the oldest continent, is very much
shocking, and there are numerous of unresolved problems and questions, causing an
erosion of the continent.
Of course, you will all agree with me that no nation wants their basic values to
be undermined. Also, it is not good for the historical facts to be twisted, but in the spirit
of the good mutual relationships to find a way for a peaceful solution of the problems or
to knock on the door of Europe, for enter into one united community, deliberated from
any kind of barriers and prejudicing.
That is the course, that I’m leading my dream. The same dream, in which I see
Europe highly climbed on the pedestal, powerful and strong, enriched and fulfilled with
the new, enlarged and unique national identity. Her hands, which were reaching upon
me, for all the passengers with good intentions, were shading my view for one moment.
But at the moment some magical gleam enlightened the horizon.
I’m looking at the train whose composition is composed from numerous
wagons, it seems like they were going on a long trip. All that with one purpose, to share
the European identity, not forgetting in the mean time to take with them their old
wooden caskets, where they keep their historical values and gains, marked with their
constitutional name.
I see, the new creation called European Union, like a garden with flowers, in
which variety is flowering the democracy and it’s based on a social equality,
liberalization and it’s open for all the nations, showing in the mean time all her splendor
and magnificence. In the gull and silent night, I’m not feeling anything, dreaming my
dream, except the pulse of my heart beating for one united and whole Europe, united in
all, for Europe which speaks on one understandable language, not forgetting in the
meanwhile their own national language, their own grammar and their letters as un
important factor for the existence of one nation or country.
After all, being concerned about the language, means to take care for your own
nation and history. This also means that, with taking care for your language, you take
care for your own existence. To complete the picture of the factors on which reposes the
base of one country or nation, I can remark with certitude that an important mark of one
nation is also their culture and tradition. From this point, respecting of the foreign
language is the key for the stability and equality between the people in Europe.
The nation as it is presented, with her identity, language and culture is a part of
us, but at the same time is a part of the great European family.
Europe is pulsing for the nations, the nations of Europe. My dream is
transformed into a starry-sky, a sky so high, but still touchable. Into this sky I saw
Europe like a beautiful fairy-godmother dressed in a blue dress with yellow stars which
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contributes for the magnificence and the glamour on the sky. Those were the stars that
were shining from the paradise - all the same but still different, independent but still not
capable to stand separated. Those were the stars, which make the way for the better
future, with different cultural regions, future with no borders (limits).
I can feel, not more or less, everywhere, the presence of the borders. They are
unbeatable and they exist there somewhere to protect the territorial integrity and to keep
the national identity save, the culture untouched, the language - save.
But at the same time, I can see an obstacle for a cultural exchange, socializing
and getting bigger opportunities for working and educational status.
And again I feel captured by the emotions. I recall on that bad event from the
childhood that I already described at the beginning. Being captured in your own
country, that is required visas for every other country in the world, is not very pleasant
experience. It’s the same feeling like you are captured in a magical circle and
desperately looking for a way out. Spreading your hand for help and unselfishly
begging for help. At this moment, for me Europe represents an endless valley and some
where in the distance my view is reaching the sky. This is the valley where the only
thing that is mist after the summer rain is one of the colors of the rainbow. That is the
color of my county. I’m more convinced that there isn’t a way for everyone to be
satisfied in this world, on the same place and in the same time, I see a little hope in the
good will and the unselfish efforts of each of us.
I also admit that it isn’t an easy task for anyone, but deep inside I believe that
canceling the visas and opening of borders is a good step towards a full integration of
Europe. Open borders, in front of all, means deliberation in front of ourselves, then a
deliberation of Europe and the opportunity to feel the freedom, happiness and pleasure.
Therefore, we can put a logical conclusion that the role of the nations and
borders in Europe of the future is to build the Europe which can wish, understand, love
and which can be transparent and open to everyone, the country of all the nations. The
Europe exactly as I have dreamed of in my dream.
I observe the flight of the white pigeon, which with an enormous speed is fling
to the sky, spreading the peace over the Europe. As soon as possible, I wish my dream
to become reality. I believe in Europe which will follow the way of reason and it will
provide a happier future with lots of opportunities for all of us.

Thank you very much
Bojan Andonov
SEEU Tetovo
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Borders and Nations
The definition of human rights says that those are universal, indivisible and inalienable rights.
They belong to all people without limits from anybody, no matter what kind of gender, color, language,
political orientation they belong to.
The most important is that they are universal and that means: all human beings have the same
rights all over the world. The European Convention for Human Rights – 1950 is one of many
Conventions for protection of human rights. Among other things, the Convention says: “Discrimination
is not allowed.”
But I am discriminated. I can’t visit my relatives in France, I can’t visit my friend in Spain, I
can’t go to England and learn something about England’s history and culture – and that is all because I
don’t have a visa. I can have it, but the process of getting visa is strict, long, backbreaking procedure and
there is possibility to not get it. Am I not discriminated? Not just me, but all the people in my country
and all the people on this continent which are in the same situation as we are. Why is it like that? Just
because my country is not a member of the European Union and has not accomplished yet the criterions
for membership, it doesn’t mean that people who live here don’t have to have rights to move through
whole Europe. Is it necessary to have strict rules and procedures just because I want to travel, to gain
experience from other cultures which are different than mine, to hear new languages, to taste some
traditional food? Sad to say, but it’s true.

Visa Policy

Visas and their control provide a special instrument for the efficient control and prevention of
illegal migration where the main element of protection is achieved through a prior control of foreign
citizens before they travel to the destination country.
The Republic of Macedonia is particularly focused on these issues and the responsible
institutions consider this issue a priority. Specific gaps have been identified and there is a need to reform
the legislation and to implement sector specific training for staff and establish a compatible data
network.
The other aspect of the visa policy which has significant importance for the Republic of
Macedonia is the liberalization of the visa regime of the EU for citizens of the Republic of Macedonia.

The measures that are to be undertaken by the Republic of Macedonia to achieve progress in this respect
are not only special visa policy measures, but are related to all the other policies in the area of justice
and home affairs, compliance with EU legislation and its implementation in practice. However, in
addition to these measures, it is necessary to implement European standards when preparing personal
and other documents.

Priorities

The goals in this area are to fully align the visa legislation, to respect and act in accordance with
the European standards and in particular to respect the principles of the Schengen visa regime and its
implementation.
Priority activities in the short and medium term are:
1) Compatibility of rules on international cooperation in the area of visa and visa control between
the Republic of Macedonia and the EU member states, as well as the establishment and
maintenance of a regional framework for cooperation and coordination.
2) Coordination and cooperation at national level between the assigned Ministries and other
relevant public institutions; clear division of competences between the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and the Ministry of Internal Affairs.
3) Introduction of a new Macedonian passport, which will also include biometric data.
4) Simplification of visa procedures to achieve a higher level of efficiency by strengthening the
procedure for prior inspection.
5) Visa issuance at the border crossing only in exceptional cases in accordance with EU legislation.
United Europe is focused on political, economical, ethnical advantages and disadvantages unfortunately
not taking care of the social and cultural improvement which can happen with just one small step – no
borders!
Nowadays, some news had influence on me to feel more discriminated than ever. There is a law
which gives a right to the citizens of European Union to enter in my country without visa and passport, it
is necessary just to show their Identity Card. I appreciate that act, but only if I could do the same in any
country in Europe where I wish to go.

All this makes the situation more complicated and there is a high tension between the people
which can make free movements and the other ones which are limited. Somehow, this situation makes
people to feel frustrated.
European Union is afraid that open borders will evoke problems with emigration. The emigration
is actual problem which EU hardly tries to cope with. From that reason, we have to see Europe without
borders as a positive solution and to make efforts to always look for a bright side without any
predictions. There are solutions for every circumstance.
There is one very important theory in Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s “Principles of Political Rights”
from 1762, which says: “Man is born free, yet everywhere he is in chains.” This theory shows the fact
that even in the past, people were fighting to attain their rights to be free from every point of view.
Today we have to try to avoid the war in the process of removing of the borders in order to unify
Europe. That is the only situation for peaceful and democratic way of solving this issue.

Maja Cvetkovska
SEEU Tetovo

Prof. Denko Maleski
University “Ss. Cyril & Methodius” Skopje
The Borders of our Minds
(Borders and Nations in the Balkans)

The book that I held in my hands in the Princeton University library that day,
some ten years ago, was a collection of maps of Eastern Europe through centuries.
Holding the pages with my thumb, I let them move one by one very rapidly.
Suddenly, these seemingly fixed borders of states and nations became alive, moving
back and forth, expanding and contracting, disappearing and reappearing again, as
pages and centuries went by. With a little imagination, I could picture the tides of
history in the form of invading armies that erased old borders and established new
ones. I could also picture some of their consequences: the fate of terrorized peoples
divided from their brethrens or entrapped in a hostile national environment, if they
were lucky enough not to be ethnically cleansed. That is when my thoughts wandered
to the Balkans.
As recently as the end of the twentieth century, relations among peoples in the
Balkans, resembled very much Hobbs’ famous description: of states as human
fortresses, in a posture of gladiators facing each other with garrisons and guns along
their borders, permanently spying on their neighbors and preparing for war. My first
memories of such borders take me back to the fifties, on a boat cruse on the Lake
Prespa with my mother. A uniformed man from a small army speed-boat with a
machine-gun hanging from his shoulder, who tried to get onboard to inspect the ship,
slipped, the machine-gun went off and he fell to the ground wounded. That is when,
as a seven-year old, I understood that our cruse-boat had approached a line in the
water called the border that separated our part of the lake from the part that belonged
to Albania and Greece. The armed men in uniform, as I understood later, were
supposed to make sure that nobody crossed that imaginary line or, even worse, no
foreign citizen was smuggled into our country. I must admit: that border looked a
little odd to me, since there was no barbed wire, the symbol of the borders of my life.
The fact that barbed wire could not be erected in the water, made things difficult for
the people in uniform, I thought to myself, looking at a funny barrel painted red
happily jumping up and down under the push of each new wave, which symbolized
the border-line.
The man in uniform still lay wounded as panic stricken people rushed to
transport him back to the speed-boat. The first imprint that this event left on my mind
was one of fear: borders were lines of defense against our enemies the neighbors,
where one could be wounded or killed. Little did I know then that a long historic
legacy of fear and mistrust, that has separated peoples of the Balkans not only
geographically but also emotionally, left its first scar on my mind. As I grew up I
learned of the other emotional borders that tortured the hearts and minds of the
peoples of the Balkans – hate, intolerance, prejudice, supremacy... It is these borders
of our minds that were the cause of the last Balkan wars in former Yugoslavia at the
end of the twentieth century, and are also at the root of many of our
misunderstandings and conflicts today.
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After the end of the Cold War these emotions fueled the malignant
nationalisms that caused the greatest killings in Europe since the Second World War.
Paradoxically, the democratic systems that, after the fall of one-party dictatorships,
were introduced were also one of the causes of the wars. Democracy in its deepest
sense is a state of mind of the peoples, and in our Balkan case, democracy legitimized
a politics that was based on minds polluted by history of hate, intolerance, prejudice
and supremacy. To translate them into malignant forms of contemporary nationalism,
all that was needed were politicians with similar minds, ready to stir up these negative
emotions, thus creating nationalistic waves that would carry them to positions of
power. But in order to stay there, a dangerous game was and is still played with the
peoples. Namely, in the minds of all the Balkan nations, without exception, there are
two maps with two different borders. One is the contemporary, usually called the
political map of one’s state. Usually it is not liked, since its’ diminished size signifies
the wrongs that history has done to their nation. The other is the historic map, a map
sometimes secretly but often openly cherished.
This clash of borders in our minds is not the only proof of injustice done to
“us” by “them” in a region where borders do not follow ethnic lines but cut across
them: the other is that often the dignity of the minority is not upheld by the majority
nation. But, then, only individuals with dignity, meaning free of fear, hate,
intolerance, prejudice and supremacy, can defend the dignity of others. Traveling
across the borders of our minds is slow and difficult because all of us carry our heavy
identity baggage. We want to drop our swords, leave Hobbs’ world of conflict and
enter into Kant’s world of cooperation and transnational ties that connect individuals,
yet we are insecure in the intentions of our neighbors of other nationality. So we put
all our efforts on identity formation, the process of associating oneself with other
individuals or groups through which shared goals and values based on shared
historical experience are created, which, necessarily, is also a process of the ‘making
of the self’ through ‘othering’. That means that national identities have their external
others and that, in the Balkans, they are always perceived as threatening others. Every
nation in the Balkans, where until very recently borders of states and nations and even
nations themselves have been carved with fire and sword, will tell you that history has
done them wrong. It is a paradox, but everyone is speaking the truth. Such has been
the experience of the Balkans, a region located in a turbulent area of Europe, where
fate has dealt severe blows to each and every nation making its peoples fell victims of
history. So much so, that in the considerations of the psyche of our peoples the
‘threatening others’ often take precedence even over goals like: progress, peace and
prosperity.
Relations between the Republic of Greece and the Republic of Macedonia are
a case in point. After the violent brake-up of the former Yugoslav federation in 1991,
Greece was faced with the prospect of living with an independent Slav-Macedonian
state on its northern border. Greek politics could not, at that time, some eighteen years
ago, accept the existence of a separate Macedonian national identity, even less the
existence of such an identity as a minority in Greece. Since Greeks believed that the
Macedonian name is part of their historical heritage and should therefore not be used
to identify another nation, the new identity was perceived as too threatening to the
sense of ‘Greekness’ and too challenging for the cohesiveness of the Greek national
identity. So much so, that the new state was considered a threat to Greek national
security and was dealt with accordingly: on the domestic front nationalistic emotions
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were stirred; on the international front a crippling economic embargo was imposed on
the borders and a diplomatic war was declared on the new state.
This had its effects, both external and internal, on the new Balkan state. On the
international front, because of opposition of the Greek state, Macedonia, the only
republic that achieved it’s independence trough a legal process of peaceful selfdetermination in a federation of raging ethnic wars, and which, together with Slovenia
received a positive opinion for independence and recognition by the Arbitration
Commission of the EU, was taken off the, potentially, fast track toward the Union and
put back on the Balkan roads. On the domestic front, Greek nationalism dealt a severe
blow to the liberal thought in Macedonia and opened the doors to nationalistic
interpretations of its history and identity. Nationalists, as you know, usually perceive
nations as “ethnically pure human rockets” which travel from the depths of history to
our present days: they do not care much about the actual waves of history that moved
borders and peoples and even less for the fact that modern nations are a recent product
of world society.
But, these historical simplifications have turned the conflict into a grotesque
argument between ancient Greeks and ancient Macedonians. Such simplifications of
complicate relations between the two states since they tend to imply that are still
unresolved territorial questions between the two states. The conflict, which people
from abroad might experience as a Monty Piton sketch where rallies on one side cry:
”Macedonia is Greek”, and on the other rallies that carry banners with maps of
historic Macedonia, has become a serious impediment to progress, stability and
welfare mainly for the Republic of Macedonia, but also for the region, Europe and the
trans-Atlantic alliance as a whole.
The so called “name issue” between Greece and Macedonia has entered a
dead-end. Let me explain why, what was originally a demand for a distinction
between the name of the new state and the Greek province of Macedonia now
continues with new demands for the definition of the Macedonian identity. Insisting
on a geographical distinction, like Northern Macedonia, Greek nationalism,
paradoxically, supports the position of Macedonian nationalism that speaks of a
divided fatherland. So negotiations must continue for the definition of the nation and
the language. But this is something that political leaders will resist since identity, a
highly emotional issue which unites, can also break societies. Maybe this will go on
until we realize that we are debating a non-existent issue, since there is no identity
problem between our two nations: we speak a different language and have a different
history.
Regardless of our misunderstandings, we have to live together and our
territorial Balkan borders, often an impediment to trade and human contacts, are an
anachronism of today’s Europe. We, in fact, are privileged to live on a continent
where the Western-European states, having learned the lessons of war, started, some
sixty years ago, a peace project called the European Union. Under the military
umbrella and with the financial aid of the United States in the years of the Cold War,
Western Europe developed a supranational structure that transcends borders and
nations, instigating the free flow of transnational relations. The essence of
international politics in the European Union is not any more conflict among states, but
transnational social ties that connect individuals. Today, we are becoming a part of
the same peace plan. Of course, the European Union is not a substitute for states but
an addition to them so we as sovereign states must resolve our differences thus
contributing to peace and stability in Europe.
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If we want to join a community of democratic states that do not go to war with
each other, we in the Balkans must disarm our minds. In order to do that, politicians
must lead their peoples across these borders of fear, hate, intolerance, prejudice and
supremacy that have shaped peoples characters for centuries. ”Character is fate”, I
read just the other day a quotation from Heraclitus in the “New York Times”. But
below it was a simple comment by a reader who wrote: ”The character of a nation is
not just the character of its citizens but is shaped by its leadership”. Why the lack of
leadership that will shape the new character of our nations I the Balkans? Because,
from such leadership demands that politicians oppose their public opinion risking to
be called traitors, and since they want to win elections, it is safer, by exploiting
peoples’ fears, to have enemies to put the blame on. Someone, at the end of
Constantin Kavakas’ poem, listening to the messengers who rode into town with news
for the fearful people that they have nothing more to fear since there were no more
barbarians at the borders, murmurs with regret: “They were a kind of a solution”. I
never reflected on who that person might be. Now I am sure: he must have been a
politician.
Franz Fanon, the famous historian, wrote: ”Each generation must out of its
relative obscurity, discover its mission, fulfill it or betray it”. The mission today, not
only of my generation, but your generation as well, is to cross these borders of fear, of
hate, of intolerance, of prejudice and of supremacy in the Balkans. Our common
mission, then, is nothing less then to change the course of Balkan history, which up
till now has been a never ending narrative of events that, through conflicts and wars,
have made us fear each other. We have a different Balkan story to tell today: the story
of peoples with dignity that respect the dignity of others.

I dedicate these thoughts to the memory of your fellow student Borjan
Tanevski who crossed a border in order to live and study with students from Greece
and other countries. By doing so, Borjan also crossed the borders of our minds.

Thank you.
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